Dear Parents,

The canteen is once again collecting aluminium ring pull tops from cans of drink for Ronald McDonald House at John Hunter Hospital.

As ring pull tops are collected, Margaret our canteen supervisor will pass them onto Ronald McDonald House. A staff member from Ronald McDonald House takes the ring pulls for weighing; their weight is then calculated into money. This enables Ronald McDonald House staff to purchase much needed items such as linen, crockery, toys etc. for patients and their families.

To assist in collecting aluminium ring pull tops the canteen is holding a competition to see which class can collect the most aluminium ring pull tops. Ring pull tops are collected in your child’s classroom, then each class brings them to the canteen where the canteen committee keeps a tally of the amount for each class. There will be a winning class from Years K-2 and Years 3-6. The winning classes will receive a reward hosted by the canteen by the end of Term 4.

Thank you for assisting this fundraiser.

Yours Sincerely

Canteen Committee